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John St Clair Akwei Vs
National Security Agency Gang Stalking Surveillance. Covert Operations of the U.S. National
Security Agency . A lawsuit filed against the U.S. National Security Agency reveals a frightening
array of technologies and programs designed to keep tabs on individuals.
Covert Operations of the U.S. National Security Agency ...
The following information was evidence provided in a civil suit against the federal government in
the case Akewi v.NSA (92-0449). John St. Clair Akewi is a former National Security Agency employee
and whistle-blower who exposed the use of neural monitoring to spy on individuals.
REMOTE NEURAL MONITORING - Great Dreams
Gang Stalking/ Targeted Individuals State Abuse [COINTELPRO.They look to be telepathic, which
suggests Reptoids. Seen in the film 'Lives of Others' (Stasi surveillance & intimidation)] ReptoidPsychopathy quotes Reptoids Psychopathy. Victims, researchers
Gang Stalking/ Targeted Individuals - Whale
Psywar, noun.1. A phrase used by FBI SID black ops workers (or workers who routinely identify
themselves as FBI SID and/or COINTELPRO) to describe their paid illegal harassment work in a very
hi-tech black ops covert dirty and illegal psychological war against targeted individuals (or TIs) in
America that uses a mix of illegally used covert LRADs, very hi-tech illegally used covert anti-brain
...
StopPsyWar.com--Also StopBeamWeapons.com, StopCOINTELPRO ...
Dr. Giordiano has also specifically stated that the brains of certain selected targeted individuals are
being studied—by the military and Intelligence institutions he represents—in his disclosive lecture
on the state of neuroweaponry and modern neuroscience in the US today, From Bench to
Battlefield; it is precisely this which several hundreds of reporting victims are calling attention to ...
The EveryDay Concerned Citizen | A site to get info, take ...
For verification and documentation of the National Security Agency's dangerous, unconstitutional
activities and role, please see the appendices at the back of this book.
PROJECT L.U.C.I.D. - universe-people.org
considering the current awareness liabilities of the “once covert-secrecy” of this case per robfiles.com comprising ‘satellite and/or ground-based’ “directed energy (frequency) systems” or
surveillance based “directed energy weapons”, there are also similar to identical case situations
that are afflicting hundreds (probable thousands) of innocent citizens internationally, some ...
rob-files.com - ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITIES ...
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